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Nobody Is Talking About the Sanctions Against
Syria!
In the News Coverage of the British Theft of Iranian Oil Tanker, Nobody is
Talking about the Sanctions against Syria.
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In the news: The smart US regime discovered an oil shipment heading from Iran to Syria and
ordered their British ever-loyal servants to steal a large Iranian oil tanker carrying oil to
Syria and crossing half of the world around Africa to avoid sabotage by other US satellite
entities in the normal route it would take around Saudi and the blocking of the Suez Canal
by the Egyptians.

Also in the news: The justification of this broad daylight piracy is that the targeted country,
Syria, is under EU sanctions.

Side note: Calling themselves ‘British Royal Marines’ does not give them any legitimacy for
any act of piracy around the world.

Not in the news: The draconian US and EU sanctions against Syria.

I’m trying to find where the pundits  covering this  news and their  ‘professional’  guests  are
not addressing the main reason behind this story which is why Syria is under this complete
blockade that it cannot purchase any single drop of oil for its 18 million inhabitants inside
the country to generate electric power, to bake their bread, to harvest their crops, to fuel
their cars, their heaters, to run their hospitals and factories, to live?

I’m also not aware of any other country under such severe sanctions and complete blockade
by the US and its lackeys on one side, and the silent accomplices from the non-US camp.
North Korea, the demonized country in the US media is allowed to import 500,000 barrels,
Gaza Strip under the Israeli  blockade manages to get in the minimum for their  power
generating  station.  Cuba  and  Venezuela,  both  under  the  US  embargo,  neither  is  suffering
similar blockade.

Even ISIS, yes, ISIS the worst terrorist organization known to humankind after the Jewish
Stern, Irgun and Haganah gangs in Palestine, ISIS were allowed to export the oil they stole
from Syrian oilfields through NATO member state Turkey to Israel!!!

After a media photo-op, ISIS changed flags with SDF, both work for the US, and now the SDF
is  occupying  Syria’s  rich  oil  fields  in  northeast  of  the  country.  It’s  a  double  embargo  one
from the Humanitarian Bastards in the West and their regional stooges, and the other by the
Kurds from inside the country under the protection of the US itself.
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Dr. Bashar Jaafari, Syrian Ambassador to the United Nations repeated more than once in his
statements at the UNSC meetings discussing the ‘humanitarian situation’ in Syria that the
Syrian Ministry of Health is not allowed to purchase threads used by surgeons to sew open
wounds in medical-surgical operations…

One of  the main obstacles impeding the return of  the Syrian displaced refugees from
neighboring  countries  is  the  total  embargo  against  Syria  by  the  ugly  criers  for  the
humanitarian  suffering  in  Syria.  For  them,  it’s  fine  that  the  Syrian  refugee  families  live  in
miserable inhumane conditions in the shelters in the Rukban Concentration Camp run by the
US or those living in tents provided by the host countries, in order to use them for political
pressure against Syria.

Syrian Refugees in Lebanon – Horrible Conditions

US-based high-tech companies are allowed to cooperate with China, the US-self created
enemy, but are not allowed to have Syria as a country of origin for their users in the drop-
down menu as if the oldest inhabited country in the world does not exist.

No financial transactions are allowed to go to Syria even by Syrian expats to their families
and from their families to them like in the case of Syrian students studying in the West.

To top it up, US-sponsored Kurdish separatist militias the SDF and their notorious security
forces Asayish are burning wheat fields for Syrian farmers after years of drought and terror
and after Erdogan, the Turkish pariah and Caliph wannabe stole the wheat from its silos
before destroying the silos itself. He also stole thousands of Syrian factories from Aleppo,
Idlib,  Deir  Ezzor  and  Raqqa  with  the  help  of  the  FSA  forces  with  its  heart-eating
commanders.
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US-sponsored Kurdish militia burning wheat fields in Qamishli

Iran is under the US sanctions and the US regime wants to bring their exports to nil but has
been extending the waivers for a number of countries. The reason in the stealing of the oil
tanker stated by the British pirates was: Syria, where the oil is intended to, is under EU
sanctions which prohibits the country from buying oil. Has nothing to do with Iran.

The importance of the lately announced 8 years delayed Iran – Iraq – Syria railway project
cannot be further emphasized than in this incident and the US sponsoring of various terrorist
groups in Syria and Iraq, including ISIS, just to block the land connection between these
three neighboring counties.
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